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Inside you will find:
Introduction to video production
Phases of production
Tips for getting started
Camera Tips for the professional look.
Fun and engaging facts on sound.
Tips for on air talent
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I.

The Phases of Production

Here are the video production stages and vocabulary.

Pre-production

Production

Post-production

Create your vision

Shoot footage

Capture and log footage

Do your homework

Use good camera techniques

Editing

Identify target audience

Use good sound techniques

Review your work

Decide on your format

Use good lighting techniques

Do a final edit

Write your storyboard and script

Prepare your on camera talent

Do a final viewing

Organize your equipment

Use professional interview techniques Distribute and promote your video

Make a production schedule & location
Decide who will play each production roles

II. Production
Camera angles, movements and shots all have a very strong impact on viewers. It is
important than to know how to use the camera in such a way that you can maximize its
potential and create the strongest experience for the viewer. The following are examples of
camera angles, movements and shots that you can use in order to achieve this!
A. Camera Angles
Low Angle: Placing the camera at a low angle suggests a
dominant subject, having power over the viewer. This can
be used for mythical characters, strong rulers or event
horror figures. Be sure not to overuse this angle.
High Angle – Placing the camera at a high angle suggests
a recessive subject, giving the viewer a feeling of power
over the subject. This can be used to shoe a subject that
is downtrodden, in fear or submissive. Again, be sure
not to overuse this angle.

Straight-On Angle – Placing the camera straight on suggests
a neutral relationship between the subject and the viewer.
The subject appears as an equal or peer. This angle may be
used for reporters, documentaries and educational videos.
B. Camera Moves
Panning: Panning is used to show a wide panorama that you can't fit into the camera
frame such as landscapes and moving objects. Though it is not suggested to overuse
panning, it can be used when necessary. Here are some rules of thumb when
panning. Make the pan lasts 6-7 seconds. Start by holding still for 5 seconds, then pan
for 6-7 seconds and then hold the shot for 5 more seconds. Practice panning to get a
smooth move or to follow someone or something moving in a smooth manner. It is
suggested to then "cut" to a close up or long shot. Try not to zoom.
Zooming: Zooming in and out is a sign of an amateur. Try not to use the zoom for a
shot. Zooming is not a natural type of shot as our eyes are not built to zoom. If you
do feel you need to zoom, make it meaningful. Zoon to get closer to something when
you can't physically get closer to it. Zoom in on something specific to make a point, such
as a dramatic zoom in to see an expression of horror. A very slow zoom might work if you
need to move closer to a subject who is busy doing something.
Generally you should use zoom to frame up a shot and the next shot. For example, shoot
a scene, stop filming, zoom in, and film again.

Camera Shots
1. ls: long shot: Gets most of
a person or place in a
scene.

2. ms: medium shot:
Frames upper part
of subject.

3. mcu: medium closeup shot: Takes in head
and shoulders.

4. cu: close-up shot

5. ecu: extreme
close-up

6. bust shot: Similar to ms,
frames upper part of
subject, chest up.

7. knee shot: Shows the
subject from the knees up.

8. two shot: Shows two
subjects in the frame.

9. three shot: shows three
subjects in the frame.

10. O/S: over-the-shoulder shot:
Shows the camera looking at a
person or object over the shoulder of
another person or object nearer the
camera.

11. X/S: cross-shot: Also known as
noddy shot, in this shot sequence the
camera alternately looks at one or the
other person, with the camera-near
person completely out of the shot.

Camera Tips & Terms
background: Always notice what is behind the subject or object. Don't let the
background take over or alter the look of the subject or object.
cut-away shots: This is any footage that isn’t an interview or an acted out shot. For
example, if you are doing a video about an old railway station, you may videotape the
station, the tracks, the old machinery, etc. and include this in the final project.
horizontal line: When filming a subject in front of a building or object make sure the
horizontal line of any objects is level and not making the subject look angled.
headroom: Headroom is the amount of space above a subject’s head. It is standard to
have the top of the subject’s head near the top of the frame.
Improper
headroom

Proper
headroom

Noseroom: Looking space, or noseroom, is the room in the frame that is in front of
the subject’s face. When your subject is not looking toward the camera, but rather to
one side, you want to leave room so that their nose does not look squashed into the
side of the frame. You should frame the subject a bit off center, leaving room in front of
the nose.
Improper
noseroom

Proper
noseroom

ACTIVITY: Putting it to the Test!
Watch the video and see if you can identify the camera angels, movements and shots.
Write them down on this sheet. Good luck!

E. The Importance of Sound
Sound is considered the most important aspect of a movie
production. We have all felt the effects of sound when we view
films. We respond to the cues that deliberately move our
emotions. All this is done through manipulation of sound. Even if you are not familiar with
the technical aspects of sound, you can do things that can add to your production and
make it sound more professional. Here are some things you can do.
1.

Make sure the talent is audible
Many beginning productions come across as amateur due to poor
audio quality. You can avoid this by paying attention to the sound quality
of your subject. First test your sound by recording your subject say his or her
name or by engaging him or her in small talk. Then check to see he or she
is audible. Check your audio levels and then you are set to go.

2.

Anticipate uninvited sound from the environment
There are numerous natural sounds in the environment that can sabotage a
shoot. From air conditioners and lawn movers to the ice cream truck that drives
by every 15 minutes, you can be sure you might find unexpected sounds during
your shoots. To prepare for this, be sure to check the location where you are
filming before the shoot. Remember the art of negotiation and patience are
also great tools to have in your producer’s tool kit.

3.

Use microphones and headphones
Many cameras have outputs that allow for the use of external microphones.
Using an external microphone will vastly increase the quality of sound.
The use of headphones will also enable you to properly receive and gauge
the sound coming into the camera.

4.

Add music and sound effects.
Music and sound effects can take your production to the next level. You
can access music that is royalty free on the web or purchase a rights free
music collection. You can also access various sound effects on line or use
those provided by movie editing programs. Did you know the sound effects
in movies are added in the final edit? From a car door closing to the cry of
baby, sound effects play a huge role in all major film productions.

5.

Work with voice-overs
All basic and advanced editing programs allow for you to remove audio
from a movie clip and add other audio to that clip. You can have fun with
this feature by adding pre-recorded voice over your clips. Just be sure
to make the audio consistent with the content and pacing of the images.

G. Lighting Like a Pro
Like sound, superior lighting can make the difference between an amateur
professional looking production. Yes, even an amateur can create a
professional look without the most professional lighting equipment. Here
are simple and fast techniques for creating good lighting on a budget.
1. Work with Existing Lighting
You can also use the lights and lamps already available as additional light
Sources on any shoot. In the right circumstances, natural lighting can be a
good option, especially during sunrise, sunset and early evening.
2. Make Simple Upgrades
An inexpensive alternative to a $1,000 lighting kit is to use florescent light bulbs
or light tubes. For tubes, buy 5000K full spectrum, natural color tubes with
electronics ballasts to get even stronger lighting. You can use C-clamps or
metal shelving units to support the lights.
3. Apply Three-Point Lighting
Three-point lighting is used to give dimension to your subject and to balance
out lighting.
The main light, called the key light, is brightest light. It is placed in front
of or to the side of the subject at a 45 degree angle, looking down. It is
used as a main source of light on your subject.
The secondary light, called the fill light, is used to soften shadows cast
by the key light. This light is placed opposite the key light, in front of the
subject, but closer to the camera. It is softer than the key light.
The third light, called the back light, is used to light the subject from
behind in order to separate the subject from the background. This light
is placed 45 degrees above the subject, lighting the head and shoulders.
Back light

Key

Camera

Fill

or

4. Use Reflectors
Reflectors are silver, gold or white boards that are used to eliminate
shadows and help reflect light into an area. You can create your own
reflectors with some tin foil and cardboard or use car sun shades.
5. Be Aware of Backlighting
Backlighting occurs when your subject is situated in front of a lighting source
that is directly entering the frame of the camera. This commonly results from
filming someone on front of a window. The result is a silhouette of your subject.
Here are two easy solutions to backlighting:
1. Set up the shoot so the lighting source is facing the subject, rather than
the camera
2. Use a reflector to redirect light towards the subject.
6. White Balance Your Camera
The human eye is able to distinguish color beyond what
the camera can detect. For example, to the camera a
florescent light is seen as green while incandescent
lights tend to look yellow or orange. For that reason, it is
necessary to communicate to the camera what color is
white in the field of view. You do this by white balancing
your camera. To manually white balance, first have your
subject hold a white object, such as a white piece of
paper in front of them. Then zoom your camera on the white object until if fills
the screen and press the balance button until the camera makes the
necessary adjustment. This should only take a few seconds.
ON THE MOVE: Lighting
Watch the video and observe the different forms of lighting. What do you notice? Take
notes.
Notes:

H. Tips for On Camera Talent
Everyone wants to look good on camera. It is not uncommon for the person
in front of the camera to request, “Make me look thinner, please.” While
you may not be able to actually make the subject thinner, you can employ
techniques that will improve overall appearance if you encourage your
talent to follow these basic rules.
a. Clothing
a. Wear pastel or solid colors. They are less distracting to the viewer.
b. Avoid busy patterns.
c. Keep jewelry simple.
b. Makeup
a. Be generous with lip and cheek color. More color gives life to the
talent on camera.
b. Use powder to diminish “shiny spots”.
c. Posture
a. Sit or stand in a relaxed and natural posture.
b. Move slowly and steadily while being filmed.
d. Speaking
a. Speak slowly and clearly.
b. Be yourself. Imagine you are talking to friends in your living room.
ON THE MOVE: Back to Our Talent
Watch the video and see if you can identify how the subject didn’t follow the rules. Have
fun!
Notes:

I. Making the Most of Interviews
Here are 10 things you can do to avoid an unnecessary technical mishap.
1. Be aware of the room set up. Preplan your seating and camera set up. Look
for any objects in the background you should move or use in the shots.
2. Run the camera for five second before asking an interview questions.
3. Ask your interviewer to answer in full answers and allow a pause after the question is
asked. Allow a pause after an answer and before asking another question.
4. Remain quite while the interviewee is speaking.
5. Test your equipment before doing the interview. Charge your battery and bring a back
up if that is an option.
6. Pay attention to the running time on the tape.
7. Keep the camera on once you start the interview. Don’t worry about wasting tape.
8. Bring extra tapes, batteries, pen, pencils, tissue and other items such as mirrors.
9. Check the lighting to ensure your subject is not backlit. Also use your white-balance and
lighting techniques.
10. Write down and get the correct spelling for names of people interviewed and places
mentioned in the interview.

